3i Infotech extends its capabilities of AML/FCDMS Platform for
‘Functional and Performance Testing’
-

Bags a project for AML Integration testing for a US Fortune 100 Financial
Institution

Mumbai, India & New Jersey, USA: Oct 8, 2015: 3i Infotech Ltd., a global information technology
solutions and services provider has announced the launch, for the BFSI segment in North America,
of its advanced multi-dimensional testing capabilities Centre of Excellence using its Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) and Financial Crime Detection (FCD) platform.
Testing is a crucial element of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and any off-the-shelf
product implementation will also be successful only if the testing process has been handled with the
required due diligence.
3i Infotech facilitates efficient usability testing with maximum flexibility in choosing the focus areas
both from the end-user requirement as well as customer’s mandatory aspects, thereby providing
wider coverage and higher penetration of testing.
The domain based ‘Functional and Performance Testing’ on AML / FCDMS Platforms, deployed by
3i Infotech, successfully integrate industry-vetted methodologies with internal and external protocols
of an enterprise. The testing tool helps institutions identify new risk patterns and allows users to
create an appropriate monitoring strategy.
The 3i Infotech testing advantage is fortified with world class resources facilitating access to:·
·
·
·
·
·

er

100,000+ test assets across industries like BFSI, manufacturing, and retail
Key partnerships with industry leaders in testing automation and services, which enable it
to offer best-in-class solutions at cost-effective price
Strong alliances with leading tool vendors to provide unique value and substantial cost
benefits on leading technology platforms
Domain Test Accelerators to drive speedy and functionally aligned test services
World-class infrastructure and deep expertise to deliver Testing as a Service (TaaS)
Industry Best practices, methodologies, and specialized tool kits with custom solutions
based on the maturity profile of the organizations implementing testing capabilities for
AML & FCDMS platforms.

An effective Anti-Money Laundering program is a critical requirement for a financial institution in
ensuring regulatory compliance. 3i Infotech’s offering in the AML domain also includes a
comprehensive AML / KYC solution (including SWIFT transaction monitoring and FATCA
Compliance) besides services such as testing, AML / KYC Business Analysis, System Integration,
Technology Consulting, Data Cleansing & Migration, Business Intelligence Reporting as well as
Compliance Analytics. 3i Infotech has about 80+ clients globally for its AML domain offerings.

About 3i-Infotech Incorporated in 1993, 3i Infotech (www.3i-infotech.com) is a public global Information Technology
company committed to Empowering Business Transformation. A comprehensive set of IP based
software solutions (25+), coupled with a wide range of IT services, uniquely positions the company
to address the dynamic requirements of a variety of industry verticals, predominantly Banking,
Insurance, Capital Markets, Asset & Wealth Management (BFSI). Furthermore it offers solutions to
the government, manufacturing, retail, distribution, telecom and healthcare sectors. Among its Page
2 of 2 repertoire of IPR based solutions the flagship products of the Company are Premia, MFund,
Orion, Kastle ULS and Amlock. The Company has a very strong foothold and customer base in
geographies like South Asia, Middle East and Africa, China, Asia Pacific, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
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Western Europe and North America. The Company is also focused on value added services such as
business intelligence & analytics services, infrastructure management services, testing &
compliance, application development & maintenance, consulting and its BPO offerings. The
Company, headquartered in Mumbai, India has over 8,500 employees in more than 20 offices
across 12 countries and over 1,000 customers in more than 50 countries across 5 continents.
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Disclaimer: Except for the historical information contained herein, statements in this release, which
contain words or phrases such as "will", "would", "expect", "believe", and similar expressions or
variations of such expressions may constitute "forward-looking statements". These forward-looking
statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results
to differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements. These risks and
uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the performance of the Indian economy and of the
economies of our principal international markets, the performance of the industry sectors in which
our clients are based, the performance of the information technology industry sector world-wide,
competition, our ability to obtain statutory and regulatory approvals and to successfully implement
our strategy, future levels of our growth and expansion in business, technological implementation,
changes, advancements, and redundancies, the actual demand for software products and services,
or the future potential or feasibility thereof, changes in revenue, income or cash flows, our market
preferences and our exposure to market risks, as well as other risks. 3i Infotech undertakes no
obligation to update forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date
thereof.
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